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ABSTRACT
Emerging evidence suggests that in addition to fear, traumatic event-related disgust reactions
may be integral to understanding the sequelae of sexual traumatization. Importantly, evidence
broadly suggests compared to fear, disgust may be resistant to extinction. As such, conditioned
disgust reactions may not evidence the same pattern of extinction observed with fear-based
reactions. This may have important implications for the treatment of posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). As such, the current study sought to fill an important gap in the existing
literature by examining specific processes and mechanisms that are likely to affect outcomes of
exposure-based interventions following sexual traumatization. Specifically, 72 women with a
history of sexual victimization completed a laboratory-based assessment of disgust- and fear-based
emotional reactivity in response to repeated exposures to disgust- and fear-focused idiographic
scripts of their traumatic event. Results demonstrated that initial disgust responding was
significantly greater than anxiety responding. Anxiety declined significantly across the course of
exposure while disgust did not. However, comparison of slopes in disgust and anxiety did not
result in significant differences. Theoretical and practical implications as well as directions for
future research are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Innumerable personal and societal costs have been linked to posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), including the presence of frequent comorbid psychiatric disorders (Keane & Wolfe,
2006), increased suicidality (Kotler, Iancu, Efroni, & Amir, 2001), physical health problems
(Boscarino, 2006; Green & Kimerling, 2004), and a host of other dysfunctions (e.g., high school
and college drop-out, marital difficulties, unemployment; Kessler, 2000). The annual estimated
cost of PTSD-related work impairment in the U.S. exceeds three billion dollars (Kessler, 2000).
Accordingly, researchers have sought to identify factors linked to the development of PTSD
following exposure to traumatic events.
The vast majority of individuals exposed to a traumatic event manifest a pattern of
symptoms following the experience that include intrusive recollections of the event, heightened
emotional or physiological arousal, and attempts to avoid reminders of the event (Blanchard &
Hickling, 2004; Riggs, Rothbaum, & Foa, 1995; Rothbaum, Foa, Riggs, & Murdock, 1992).
While these symptoms remit within approximately three months for the majority of traumatized
individuals (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000), a substantial group continues to
experience these reactions well beyond the occurrence of the traumatic event and report distress
and impairment as a result (e.g., Kessler, Sonnega, Bromet, Hughes, & Nelson, 1995; Kilpatrick
& Resnick, 1993). This pattern of symptom non-remittance has led researchers to define PTSD
as a disorder of recovery (Foa & Rothbaum, 1998; Gilboa-Schechtman & Foa, 2001; Yehuda &
Ledoux, 2007).
Epidemiological studies have identified interpersonal violence (i.e., sexual or nonsexual
victimization) as the traumatic event type most likely to lead to problems, including PTSD
(Resnick, Kilpatrick, Dansky, Saunders, & Best, 1993). Furthermore, wide-scale community
1
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studies have indicated that victims of sexual trauma, and rape specifically, are more likely to
develop PTSD than those exposed to any other traumatic event type, including physical assault
(Breslau, Davis, Andreski, & Peterson, 1991; Kilpatrick & Resnick, 1993; Norris et al., 1992).
Longitudinal research has also identified sexual victimization as being particularly likely to
result in the non-remittance of PTSD symptoms (Rothbaum et al., 1992). Finally, both more
intense immediate posttraumatic reactions and slower rates of recovery at six months post-assault
have been identified among victims of sexual relative to physical assault (Gilboa-Schechtman &
Foa, 2001). This evidence converges to suggest that compared to other traumatic events, sexual
victimization is likely to be characterized by relatively more pervasive and persistent
posttraumatic sequelae, highlighting the importance of identifying factors that may interfere with
recovery following this type of experience.
Information processing theories (Foa & Kozak, 1986; Foa & Rothbaum, 1998; Lang,
1979) purport that processes involving both 1) activation of peri-traumatically conditioned fear
structures in memory and 2) introduction of fear-incompatible information are critical to
recovery following sexual victimization (and other traumatic experiences) whether occurring
naturally (e.g., contextually-based safety learning; Foa, 1997) or via exposure treatment (Kozak,
Foa, & Steketee, 1988; Lang, Melamed, & Hart, 1970). Similarly, appraisal-based theories
suggest fear is a fundamental component of any traumatic experience, as perceptions of threat
challenge basic survival goals (Ehlers & Clark, 2000). While the importance of fear is wellrecognized, certain traumatic experiences may elicit appraisals beyond those dominated by
survival concerns, leading to conditioning of a host of other negative emotional reactions to
traumatic event cues (Dalgleish & Power, 2004; Resick & Schnicke, 1992). The role that
traumatic event-related negative emotions other than fear might play in influencing the course of
2
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recovery from posttraumatic stress reactions is almost entirely unknown.
Resick and Schnicke (1992) have suggested that activation of traumatic-event related fear
structures within a safe context may be sufficient to extinguish conditioned fear by augmenting
appraisals of danger, but may not alter appraisals related to the expression of other negative
emotions such as guilt, shame, anger, and disgust, which may also be central to information
structures encoded into long-term memory. In fact, there is limited evidence that posttraumatic
guilt (Jaycox & Foa, 1996) and anger (Feeny, Zoellner, & Foa, 2000; Foa, Riggs, Massie, &
Yarczower, 1995), may interfere with adaptive post-event processing of the traumatic
experience. However, no study to date, has examined how disgust-based reactions impact
engagement with, and processing of, internal representations of sexual trauma.
A range of stimuli frequently present during experiences of sexual victimization might
elicit disgust reactions. For example, direct contact with another person who could spread
infectious agents (e.g., bodily products) or violations of appraisals of morality may elicit feelings
of disgust (Rachman, 2004, 2006). In fact, a growing body of empirical work has linked disgust
to sexual victimization. For example, one study found that over 55% of sexually assaulted
women reported experiencing ongoing distress related to feelings of self-disgust (Petrak, Doyle,
Williams, Buchan, & Forster, 1997). In another study, adult women who voluntarily disclosed
experiences of childhood sexual abuse (CSA) either during a clinical interview or during an
experimental task displayed a greater magnitude of disgust expression (i.e., frequency, intensity,
and duration of expression) compared to both those who do not disclose their CSA experience
and non-abused participants (Bonanno et al., 2002). Moreover, adolescents with a history of
sexual victimization were six times more likely to endorse the presence of disgust, and they rated
their sexual trauma as significantly more disgusting than those who had been physically
3
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assaulted (Feldner, Frala, Badour, Leen-Feldner, & Olatunji, 2010). Finally, women with a
history of sexual trauma responded with significantly more disgust in response to reminders of a
traumatic experience in the laboratory, as compared to those with a history of physical trauma
(Badour, Feldner, Babson, Blumenthal, & Dutton, 2013).
In addition to evidence directly linking sexual victimization to disgust, research has also
documented associations between sexual victimization and increased disgust-related phenomena
including mental contamination, or persistent perceptions of internal dirtiness (Rachman, 2004,
2006) and compulsive urges to wash (Cougle, Wolitzky-Taylor, Lee, & Telch, 2007; Tolin,
Woods, & Abramowitz, 2006). Images of upsetting aspects of a sexual assault (Fairbrother &
Rachman, 2004) and images of a nonconsensual kiss scenario elicit feelings of dirtiness and
urges to wash (Elliot & Radomsky, 2009; Fairbrother, Newth, & Rachman, 2005; Herba &
Rachman, 2007; Radomsky & Elliot, 2009) and elevated washing behavior among women with
histories of unwanted sexual contact (Herba & Rachman, 2007). Finally, Fairbrother and
Rachman (2004) found that as many as 70% of women report urges to wash following a sexual
assault, with a substantial subgroup continuing to experience such urges several months after the
event. Mental contamination secondary to sexual assault has been linked to severity of PTSD
symptoms (Badour et al., 2013; Fairbrother & Rachman, 2004) even after accounting for
depression and trait-anxiety (Olatunji, Elwood, Wiliams, & Lohr, 2008).
Despite this important emerging literature linking disgust and disgust-related phenomena
to both the peri- and posttraumatic experience of sexual victimization, there has been no
empirical examination of how the presence of disgust-based reactivity might impact engagement
with the cognitive-affective network related to this type of experience. This is a critical gap in
the literature as such engagement has long been a purported mechanism critical to the process of
4
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both natural recovery (Foa, 1997) and successful exposure-based treatment (e.g., Kozak et al.,
1988; Lang et al., 1970). Moreover, this dearth of research is troubling in light of recent
evidence suggesting that relative to fear, the emotion of disgust may be resistant to extinction
(Baeyens, Crombez, van den Bergh, & Eelen, 1988; Diaz, Ruiz, & Baeyens, 2005; Olatunji,
Forsyth, & Cherian, 2007; Olatunji, Smits, Connolly, Willems, & Lohr 2007; Olatunji,
Wolitzky-Taylor, Willems, Lohr, & Armstrong, 2009; Smits, Telch, & Randall, 2002;
Vansteenwegen, Francken, Vervliet, De Ciercq, & Eelen, 2006).
Basic research suggests disgust is likely acquired as a result of both traditional classical
conditioning (Schafe & Bernstein, 1996) and evaluative conditioning, defined as the transfer of
hedonic value (e.g., like/dislike, pleasant/unpleasant) of an unconditioned stimulus (UCS) to a
previously neutral stimulus (conditioned stimulus [CS]; Olatunji, Forsyth, et al., 2007; Schienle
et al., 2001; Woody & Teachman, 2000). Importantly, emotional responses acquired via
evaluative conditioning are thought to be more resistant to extinction as compared to those
acquired via traditional stimulus-stimulus associations (Baeyens et al., 1988; Diaz et al., 2005;
Vansteenwegen et al., 2006). Recent research has supported this more basic work. For example,
two studies conducted with healthy participants suggest disgust is relatively more resistant to
extinction than fear. Extinction of conditioned disgust- and fear-based reactivity was examined
in response to previously neutral words paired with mutilated bodies (a UCS that elicits both
emotions; Olatunji, Forsyth et al., 2007). Results suggested that extinction procedures yielded
reductions in fearful but not disgust-based reactivity. In a separate investigation, disgust
reactions to a CS conditioned in the laboratory did not reduce upon extinction trials despite
reductions in CS-UCS associations (as evidenced in signal expectation ratings; Mason &
Richardson, 2010).
5
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Studies conducted within the context of specific phobias and obsessive-compulsive (OC)
spectrum problems offer evidence that disgust is also more resistant to extinction than fear within
the context of psychopathology (Olatunji, Smits et al., 2007; Olatunji, Wolitzky-Taylor, et al.,
2009; Smits et al., 2002). For example, among spider phobics, whose reactions to spiders
include both fear and disgust (Davey, 1994), 30-mins of in vivo exposure resulted in less
extinction of disgust than fear after controlling for baseline levels of each (Smits et al., 2002).
Similar patterns have emerged among people with blood-injection-injury (BII) phobia and
contamination-based OC symptoms (Olatunji, Smits et al., 2007; Olatunji, Wolitzky-Taylor, et
al., 2009).
Reviewed above is evidence suggesting disgust-based reactivity is commonly elevated
among survivors of sexual victimization, and such reactivity appears to be relatively resistant to
extinction. It is important to note that disgust-based reactivity is particularly resistant to
extinction among persons who are highly reactive to disgusting stimuli (Mason & Richardson,
2010). For instance, McKay (2006) tested an exposure-based treatment that included
presentation of disgusting stimuli followed by fearful stimuli among individuals with different
subtypes of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). People suffering from contamination-based
OCD, which is specifically associated with disgust-based reactivity (Mancini, Gragnani, &
D’Olimio, 2001; Olatunji, Lohr, Sawchuk, & Tolin, 2007; Ware, Jain, Burgess, & Davey, 1994),
evidenced less extinction of disgust. This finding, in concert with evidence suggesting survivors
of sexual victimization are characterized by elevated disgust-reactivity, underscores the
importance of extending research on disgust and fear extinction to a test specific to sexual
trauma. Indeed, such a study has the potential to advance well-established exposure-based
treatments for posttraumatic stress reactions secondary to sexual victimization by providing
6
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empirical evidence that disgust may need to be targeted directly and intensively rather than
assuming disgust-based reactivity will respond to exposure in a fashion comparable to fear.
Indeed, adding disgust-focused exposure to treatments targeting fearful reactivity has yielded
substantial improvements in the outcomes of exposure for BII phobia both in terms of pathologyspecific and global indices of outcome (Hirai et al., 2008).
Multiple limitations to existing research on extinction of disgust- and fear-based
reactivity currently preclude definitive statements regarding differential patterns of extinction
following sexual victimization. First, no study has examined extinction of reactivity to sexual
trauma cues specifically. Given evidence suggesting patterns of extinction in disgust-based
reactivity may vary across samples (McKay, 2006), generalizability of existing work to the
domain of sexual victimization cannot be assumed. Second, studies comparing disgust and fear
extinction in the context of psychopathology have utilized stimuli that are likely to elicit both
emotions without directly varying emotion-eliciting content (e.g., exposure to “threat-relevant”
content). This lack of specificity represents a crucial gap in our knowledge regarding how
extinction procedures targeting one emotion (e.g., fear reactivity) may affect another (e.g.,
disgust reactivity). Examination of such specificity is critical in the context of sexual
victimization given that existing exposure-based interventions do not necessarily directly target
sexual trauma-related disgust. Collectively, these limitations seriously constrain our current
understanding of the specificity of extinction of disgust- and fear-based reactivity, thereby
underscoring the importance of the current project.
In summary, sexual traumatization is particularly strongly linked to problems recovering
from posttraumatic stress reactions, thereby increasing the likelihood of PTSD development.
Although activation and engagement with fear-based representations of the traumatic experience
7
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are critical mechanisms for recovery following a traumatic event, there is increasing recognition
that disgust-based reactivity likely plays an important role in recovery from sexual trauma (e.g.,
Fairbrother & Rachman, 2004; Petrak et al., 1997). The growing recognition that disgust may be
an important component of the peri- and posttraumatic reaction to sexual trauma, coupled with
emerging evidence that disgust appears relatively resistant to extinction, highlights that
understanding differential patterns of extinction in disgust- and fear-based reactivity is likely
critical in better understanding and facilitating recovery from these types of experiences. As
such, the focus in the current study on examining patterns of extinction of disgust- and fearbased reactions to ideographic cues of sexual trauma, as well as its reliance on real-time
assessment in the controlled laboratory setting, represents a timely and important contribution to
the extant literature.
A. Study Aims
There were three overarching aims of the study, resulting hypotheses are presented
below.
Primary aim. The first aim was to understand within the specific context of traumatic
sexual victimization how disgust-based, compared to fear-based, reactivity declines with
repeated exposure. Consistent with this aim, the primary hypothesis was that repeated exposure to
ideographic sexual trauma cues (both disgust-focused and fear-focused) would result in less
extinction of disgust-based reactivity compared to fear-based reactivity (Hypothesis 1).
Secondary aim. The second aim of this project was to examine how features of the
exposure design influenced extinction of both disgust-based and fear-based reactivity. Resulting
secondary hypotheses pertained to how quantity (Hypothesis 2.1) and order of exposure
presentation (Hypothesis 2.2) would influence extinction of disgust-based and fear-based
8
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reactivity. With regards to quantity, it was hypothesized that a greater number of exposure trials
would result in more extinction of both disgust-based reactivity (Hypothesis 2.1.a) and fear-based
reactivity (Hypothesis 2.1.b). Given the dearth of research in this area, it was unclear how order of
exposure presentation (disgust-focused, followed by fear-focused versus fear-focused, followed by
disgust-focused) might impact extinction of 1) disgust-based reactivity (Hypothesis 2.2.a
[Exploratory]) or 2) fear-based reactivity (Hypothesis 2.2.b [Exploratory]). Although no specific
hypotheses were made, the interaction between condition and order of exposure presentation was
also examined.
Tertiary aim. The final aim of this study involved examining how disgust- and fear-based
reactivity responded to extinction trials involving stimulus content designed to specifically elicit
disgust or fear. The examination of change in emotional reactivity as a function of emotionspecific exposure content overcomes limitations of previous designs that utilize only
undifferentiated threat-relevant stimuli. This aim begins to address the potential utility of altering
the content of exposure in order to target the reduction of specific emotions. Study hypotheses
resulting from this aim were as follows: repeated exposure to disgust-focused sexual trauma
cues, compared with exposure to fear-focused cues, would result in greater extinction of disgustbased reactivity (Hypothesis 3.1) and repeated exposure to fear-focused sexual trauma cues,
compared with exposure to disgust-focused cues, would result in greater extinction of fear-based
reactivity (Hypothesis 3.2).
II. METHOD
A. Participants
A total of 88 women presented to the laboratory for participation in the study. Data from
three participants were considered pilot data and were not included the final sample based on
9
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significant modifications to the study procedure. Five individuals were excluded during the
CAPS interview based on reporting a trauma involving events that were non-sexual in nature as
their index event. Four participants were excluded based on having only recovered memories of
their sexual trauma experience. Finally, four participants opted to withdraw from the study prior
to generating the written narratives of their traumatic events.
The final sample included 72 adult women ranging in age from 18 to 59 years (Mage =
31.15, SD = 13.17) who endorsed a positive history of at least one instance of sexual
victimization that satisfied the definition of a traumatic event as specified in Criterion A of the
DSM-IV-TR-definition of PTSD (i.e., an experience involving life threat, threatened or actual
serious injury, or threat to one’s physical integrity [Criterion A1] that is accompanied by intense
feelings of fear, helplessness, or horror [Criterion A2; APA, 2000]). Sexual victimization
included experiences involving rape, attempted rape, or any other unwanted or coercive sexual
experience occurring during childhood or adulthood. For persons reporting a history of multiple
traumatic events, eligibility was contingent upon the index traumatic event (i.e., event perceived
as most distressing) involving sexual victimization. Specifically, participants endorsed the
following range of non-exclusive acts: exposing of sexual organs (22.2%), touching/fondling of
sexual organs (50.0%), vaginal intercourse (36.1%), oral intercourse (19.5%), anal intercourse
(4.2%), and other sexual acts (8.3%). Participants’ relationship to the assailant included relative
(38.9%), intimate partner/spouse (8.3%), date (6.9%), acquaintance (11.1%), friend (9.7%),
stranger (12.5%), and other (12.5%). Sixty-one individuals (84.7%) reported a history of
multiple sexual trauma experiences.
The ethnic and racial composition of the sample was reflective of the local area.
Specifically, 10.0% of participants identified as ethnically Hispanic. Racial composition
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included 79.2% of individuals identifying as Caucasian, 9.7% as African American, 4.2% as
Asian, 4.2% as bi- or multi-racial, and 2.8% as other. High school or high school equivalent was
the highest level of education completed for 11.1% of the sample, 45.8% had completed some
college, 20.8% graduated from a 2-year or 4-year college, 12.5% completed some graduate or
professional school, and 9.7% completed graduate or professional school. Median annual
income for the sample was $13,500 (M = $19,612, SD = $22,389). Of the entire sample, 18.1%
met criteria for a current diagnosis of PTSD.
Participants were excluded from the study based on 1) evidence of limited mental
competency and the inability to give informed, voluntary, written consent to participate; 2)
current suicidality; or 3) report that memory of the index sexual trauma having occurred was
present only as a result of spontaneous or assisted recovery of memory. Participants were also
excluded from the study if they experienced any DSM-IV-TR-defined traumatic event during the
month prior to participation in the study.
B. Measures
Traumatic event exposure and posttraumatic stress symptoms. The ClinicianAdministered PTSD Scale (CAPS; Blake et al., 1995) was used to index details regarding DSMIV-TR-defined traumatic event exposure (APA, 2000), including most distressing event, time
since exposure, as well as frequency and severity of posttraumatic stress symptoms. The CAPS
is a semi-structured interview that provides an index of past-month frequency and intensity of 17
posttraumatic stress symptoms as well as a dichotomous index of current PTSD diagnosis per the
criteria of the DSM-IV (APA, 1994). This measure has excellent psychometric properties and is
considered one of the gold standard interviews in posttraumatic stress assessment (Weathers,
Keane, & Davidson, 2001).
11
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Physiological and behavioral response checklist for script-driven imagery. In order
to aid in the development of emotion-specific traumatic event scripts, a checklist of physiological
and behavioral responses was generated for the purposes of this study that included a number of
fear-focused and disgust-focused responses (see Appendices A and B). A pilot study was
conducted among an independent sample of 185 (Mage = 19.25; 57.8% women) unscreened
undergraduate students in order to identify distinct disgust-focused and fear-focused behavioral
and physiological response propositions. Participants in the pilot study were randomly assigned
to either view a series of 1) 6 emotion-eliciting pictures from the International Affective Picture
System (IAPS; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1995) identified by Mikels and colleagues (2005) as
elicitors of discrete feelings of fear (1113, 1930, 5972) or disgust (9330, 9390, 9405; n = 112), or
2) four audio-recorded sentences designed to elicit discrete feelings of fear or disgust (n = 73).
Fear-eliciting sentences were identified in previous work (Fridlund, Kenworthy, & Jaffey, 1992),
while disgust-eliciting sentences were developed for this study. Of the original four disgust
sentences, only two were identified as discrete disgust (i.e., “You see a bowel movement left
unflushed in a public toilet.”) or fear elicitors (i.e., “You are walking alone at night in a
dangerous urban area and have to pass through a darkened alley.”) in this sample following
methods outlined by Mikels and colleagues (2005).
For the portion of the sample exposed to pictorial stimuli, average ratings for
physiological or behavioral responses across the three disgust pictures were compared to average
ratings following the fear pictures in order to identify a set of physiological and behavioral
responses corresponding to each elicited emotion. For those exposed to sentence emotion
elicitors, ratings for physiological or behavioral responses were compared across the single
empirically identified disgust and fear sentence. Physiological and behavioral responses found
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to distinguish between disgust and fear stimuli (pictorial or sentence elicitors) in terms of nonoverlapping 90% confidence intervals (CIs) were considered to be disgust-focused and fearfocused response propositions. These items are highlighted on the resulting Script-Driven
Imagery Response Checklist (SDI-RC) used for script development for the primary study (see
Appendix B).
Subjective responding to the script-driven imagery procedure. Consistent with
previous studies using the script-driven imagery procedure (e.g., Lanius et al., 2003; Olatunji,
Babson, Smith, Feldner, & Connolly, 2009; Shin et al., 1999), self-reported disgust and anxiety
elicited by the scripts were measured using a visual analog scale (VAS; Freyd, 1923).
Participants were asked to report levels of disgust and anxiety prior to each phase of extinction
(i.e., baselines) as well as following each script presentation. Ratings were made using a 0 (no
disgust/fear) to 100 (extreme disgust/fear) scale. Ratings of script vividness were also obtained
following each script using a 0 (not at all vivid) to 100 (extremely vivid) scale.
C. Procedure
Female participants were recruited from the University of Arkansas as well as from the
Northwest Arkansas community. Specifically, verbal announcements were made in psychology
classes and paper and electronic flyers were placed at various locations around campus and in the
community. Interested women were given instructions to contact the Intervention Sciences
Laboratory, so that an initial screening for eligibility could be conducted by telephone. Women
deemed potentially eligible upon the initial phone screening were invited to the laboratory to
complete additional measures and potentially (pending eligibility) the experimental procedures.
During the laboratory session, participants were first informed of any potential risks associated
with the study (e.g., temporary psychological distress associated with the script-driven imagery
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procedure) and provided written informed consent before proceeding. Participants then
completed the CAPS interview. Any participant ineligible to complete the study at that point
received $10 in financial compensation, were debriefed regarding the study, and thanked for
their time.
Imagery response training. All participants then completed 15-min of imagery
response training designed to orient participants to response propositions while generating
mental imagery. This procedure, which has been shown to increase synchrony between selfreport and physiological measures of emotional reactivity to ideographic scripts (e.g., Lang,
Kozak, Miller, Levin, & McLean, 1980; Lang, Levin, Miller, & Kozak, 1983), involved training
participants to focus on their active responses in the imagery scene (e.g., physiological and
behavioral responses).
Script generation. In collaboration with the experimenter, participants then generated
four idiographic scripts in a manner consistent with previous studies utilizing the script-driven
imagery procedure (Pitman, Orr, Forgue, de Jong, & Claiborn, 1987). Specifically, participants
generated two neutral scripts followed by two sexual victimization scripts (one disgust-focused,
one fear-focused). See Appendix D for a set of example scripts developed to illustrate the
procedure.
Neutral scripts. Participants were first asked to identify a single autobiographical
experience that they considered to be emotionally neutral. They were provided with a copy of
the physiological response section of the SDI-RC and were asked to provide ratings of the degree
to which they remembered experiencing each of the physiological sensations listed. From this
list, the experimenter generated a list of the highest rated physiological response propositions and
instructed the participant to include these in her written narrative of the experience (see
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Appendix C for an example). The participant was also asked to focus on incorporating any
sensory information, behaviors, thoughts, feelings, or conversations that occurred during the
neutral experience. The experimenter then created two 30-second audio-recorded neutral scripts
from the written narrative provided by the participant.
Trauma scripts. Participants were then asked to write about the index sexual trauma as
identified during the CAPS. They were given a second SDI-RC and were asked to provide
ratings of the degree to which they experienced each of the physiological sensations and wanted
to engage in any of the behaviors listed (participants were instructed to provide ratings of 10 if
they actually engaged in any of the behaviors listed) during the traumatic experience. For the
purposes of the primary study an algorithm was developed to identify disgust-focused and fearfocused response propositions on the SDI-RC to be included in the sexual victimization scripts.
This algorithm included both idiographic (i.e., participant ratings) and standardized (i.e., degree
of disgust/fear differentiation in pilot data) factors to assign weights to each of the physiological
and behavioral responses included in the SDI-RC. Highest rated physiological and behavioral
disgust-focused and fear-focused propositions were chosen to maximize activation of the traumarelevant network while maintaining experimental precision in script construction (see Appendix
C for an example). In addition to incorporating the identified disgust-focused and fear-focused
response propositions, the participant was also asked to include any sensory information,
thoughts, feelings, or conversations that occurred during the sexual experience. The
experimenter then created two 30-second audio-recorded sexual victimization scripts (one
disgust-focused, one fear-focused) from the written narrative provided by the participant.
Randomization and group design. After script generation, participants were randomly
assigned to 1 of 4 groups, determining script content for Phases I and II of the extinction protocol
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(see Figure 1 for an overview of extinction phases in each group, and “Extinction phases”
below for a description of the specific extinction procedure). Participants were randomized into
one of two experimental groups (Group 1 or 2) or one of two control groups (Group 3 or 4).
Condition. Experimental groups received 8 trauma script trials (4-disgust focused, 4-fear
focused) and 2 trials of neutral script content (trials 1-3 [Phase 1, trial 3] and 2-3 [Phase 2, trial
3]). The two control groups received 4 trauma script trials (disgust-focused assessments and
fear-focused assessments) and 6 trials of neutral script content (trials 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-2, 2-3, and
2-4). The control conditions offered critical comparisons for testing hypotheses as they provided
methodological control for possible effects of repeated assessment and non-specific factors
related to attending the laboratory-based session that could explain changes in fear and disgust
across the protocol. Moreover, this approach required only two presentations of each emotionspecific sexual victimization script to each group. This amount of trauma-relevant stimulus
presentation allowed for a measurement of disgust- and fear-based reactivity to emotion-specific
trauma stimuli before and after neutral stimulus presentations, yet was not expected to result in
levels of extinction comparable to the full protocol included in the experimental groups.
Order. Order of script presentation was counterbalanced across participants, given that
exposure to disgust-focused stimuli may affect responses to fear-focused stimuli and vice-versa.
Groups 1 (experimental) and 3 (control) were presented with disgust-focused trauma scripts
followed by fear-focused trauma scripts, while Groups 2 (experimental) and 4 (control) were
presented with fear-focused trauma scripts, followed by disgust-focused trauma scripts.
Extinction phases. Consistent with prior research demonstrating differential extinction
of disgust and fear (Smits et al., 2002, Olatunji, Smits, et al., 2007), each extinction phase
included 30-min of extinction (5-min baseline plus 5 extinction trials [approximately 5-min
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each]), to maximize the likelihood of detecting differential extinction.
Phase I. Based on published script-driven imagery procedures (e.g., Badour et al., 2011;
Olatunji, Wolitzky-Taylor, et al., 2009; Orr et al., 1998; Pitman et al., 2002), Phase I of the
extinction protocol consisted of the following three components: 1) 5-min resting baseline, and
2) 5 extinction trials. Each extinction trial consisted of six sections: 1) 30-sec pre VAS ratings,
2) 30-sec baseline period, 3) 30-sec script presentation, 4) 30-sec imaginal rehearsal, 5) 30-sec
recovery, and 6) 2-min post VAS ratings and inter-trial-interval. A conservative 2-min intertrial-interval was selected based on evidence of return to baseline levels in brain activity within
60-sec of exposure to script-driven imagery in those with and without PTSD (Lanius et al.,
2002).
Phase II. Participants then completed Phase II of the extinction protocol, which was
identical to Phase I with the exception of script content (please see Figure 1 for an overview).
During the protocol, participants were sitting alone in the experimental room.
Debriefing and compensation. Upon completion of extinction Phase II, participants
were debriefed, provided with referrals to local health care providers, informed about common
reactions to traumatic events, and compensated $40.
III. RESULTS
A. Descriptive Statistics
First, group equivalence with regard to baseline characteristics was examined via oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) to validate the efficacy of random assignment. Groups were
not found to differ in terms of age [F(3, 68) = 2.65, p = .05], annual income [F(3, 64) = 1.20, p =
.32], level of education [F(3, 68) = .85, p = .47], age at which the index trauma occurred [F(3,
68) = .25, p = .86], posttraumatic stress symptoms [F(3, 68) = .93, p = .43], or baseline ratings of
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anxiety [F(3, 68) = 1.56, p = .21] or disgust [F(3, 67) = .04, p = .99]. Percentage of minority
individuals [!2(3, N= 72) = 2.34, p = .51] or those with a current PTSD diagnosis [!2(3, N= 72) =
1.05, p = .79] also did not differ as a function group.
As imagery vividness may influence the degree of engagement with the traumatic
memory, possible differences in vividness between disgust-focused and fear-focused script
content were also examined. An independent samples t-test found no differences in terms of
script vividness for the first trauma script presentation (trial 1-1) as a function of stimulus type
[disgust-focused (MGroups 1 and 3 = 74.14, SD = 23.03), fear-focused (MGroups 2 and 4 = 79.66, SD =
17.85), t = -.87, p = .39].
Raw scores for disgust and anxiety responding for trials 1-1, 1-5, 2-1, and 2-5 (those
involving sexual trauma content for all participants) are presented in Table 1.
B. Manipulation Check
Successful manipulation of traumatic event script content into disgust-focused and fearfocused scripts was examined in two ways. First, two research assistants blind to study
hypotheses rated all scripts in terms of intensity of disgust and anxiety associated with each
script on a 0 – 100 scale. Two paired-sample t-tests were used to compare 1) average research
assistant ratings of disgust and anxiety in response to presentation of a disgust-focused script at
trial 1-1 (groups 1 and 3) and 2) average ratings of disgust and anxiety in response to
presentation of a fear-focused script at trial 1-1 (groups 2 and 4). Within this small sample (N =
2), t-tests did not result in statistically significant differences for ratings in response to the disgust
script [t(2) = -1.66, p = .40] or fear script [t(2) = 2.71, p = .23]. However, research assistant’s
average ratings of disgust were 40.44 points higher for disgust-focused scripts (MGroups 1 and 3
=80.67, SD = 15.09) relative to fear-focused scripts (MGroups 2 and 4 =40.23, SD = 31.03) and
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ratings of anxiety were 12.2 points higher for fear-focused scripts (MGroups 2 and 4 =82.39, SD =
9.03; relative to disgust-focused scripts MGroups 1 and 3 =70.19, SD = 4.65). Two mixed factor
ANOVAs adding research assistant coder as a between-subjects factor with emotion ratings
(disgust, anxiety) as within-subjects factors were also examined to offer preliminary evidence
regarding inter-rater reliability of emotionality of the scripts. However, this model failed to
converge due to power issues.
Second, participant ratings of disgust and anxiety were examined as a function of trial 1-1
script content. Ratings of disgust in response to the first trauma script presentation (trial 1-1) did
not differ based on stimulus type [disgust-focused stimuli (MGroups 1 and 3 =61.74, SD = 34.34)
versus fear-focused stimuli (MGroups 2 and 4 =58.53, SD = 36.28); t = .38, p = .71). A similar
pattern was observed for ratings of anxiety in response to the first trauma script presentation
[disgust-focused stimuli (MGroups 1 and 3 = 49.23, SD = 31.91) versus fear-focused stimuli (MGroups
2 and 4

= 51.75, SD = 31.67); t = -.33, p = .74].

C. Primary Hypothesis Testing
The primary hypothesis that repeated exposure to traumatic event cues (including both
disgust-focused and fear-focused stimuli) would result in less extinction of disgust as compared to
anxiety (Hypothesis 1) was tested utilizing a linear mixed modeling approach. Linear mixed
modeling is ideal for modeling change, as it allows for estimates of group and individual level
change trajectories across time and appropriate modeling of covariance structures when
observations are correlated across time (Singer & Willett, 2003). Relative to repeated measures
ANOVA or multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), linear mixed modeling is a more
flexible and powerful analytic approach for modeling individual change trajectories (Bagiella,
Sloan, & Heitjan, 2000; Krueger & Tian, 2004; Shek & Ma, 2011). Initial models were
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examined using an unstructured covariance matrix. This covariance matrix has the advantage of
having no mathematical constraints, allowing each variance and covariance to be estimated
uniquely from the data. This model typically results in the best model fit because variance and
covariance estimates are most reflective of the actual data when the number of measurement
occasions is relatively small (Fitzmaurice, Laird, & Ware, 2011; Shek & Ma, 2011). Alternative
covariance structures were also examined 1) within Model 3.a. and 3.b. to compare model fit,
and 2) when the use of an unstructured matrix resulted in the failure of model convergence due
to the high number of parameter estimates required using this covariance structure (Model 4).
Model 0: Unconditional mean model (null model). Two separate unconditional mean
models, or random intercept models, were run to identify estimated mean scores (Model 0.a:
disgust, Model 0.b: anxiety) for all participants (intercept) in order to determine the variance
within each level of analysis (Level 1: intra-individual, Level 2: inter-individual). The intraclass
correlation (ICC) coefficient " was used to establish the proportion of variance in the outcome
variables attributed to inter-individual differences within the sample. As opposed to traditional
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), the use of multilevel analyses to model
individual growth has been recommended for data with an ICC greater than or equal to .25
(Heinrich, & Lynn, 2001; Shek & Ma, 2011).
Model 0.a: Should disgust responding be predicted using multilevel modeling? The
unconditional mean model suggested intercepts for disgust varied significantly across individuals
(# = 836.74, Wald Z = 5.24, p < .001), with significant within-individual variance remaining to
be explained (# = 459.07, Wald Z = 10.23, p < .001). A total of 64.6% of variance in disgust
was found to be due to inter-individual differences (" = .65), supporting the use of multilevel
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modeling to explain variability in intercepts and slopes of disgust across the course of exposure
trials.
Model 0.b.: Should anxiety responding be predicted using multilevel modeling? The
unconditional mean model suggested intercepts for anxiety varied significantly across
individuals (# = 890.96, Wald Z = 5.48, p < .001), with significant within-individual variance
remaining to be explained (# = 320.79, Wald Z = 10.21, p < .001). A total of 73.5% of variance
in anxiety was found to be due to inter-individual differences (" = .74), supporting the use of
multilevel modeling to explain variability in intercepts and slopes of anxiety across the course of
exposure trials.
Model 1: Unconditional linear growth curve model. Two separate unconditional
linear growth models, or random intercept and slope models, were generated to examine
individual variation in growth rate across the course of extinction trials delivered to all
participants (trials 1-1, 1-5, 2-1, 2-5; Model 1.a.: disgust, Model 1.b.: anxiety). Trials were
coded as 0 (initial response), 1, 2, and 3 in the dataset to aid in interpretation of coefficients. A
graphic representation of Models 1.a. and 1.b. are presented in Figure 2.
Model 1.a.: Does disgust decline across the course of exposure? Examination of
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC = 2651.41) suggested that including growth in disgust (i.e.,
positive or negative change) across the course of exposure trials significantly improved the
model fit as compared to the unconditional mean model (Model 0.a. AIC = 2675.89). Mean
VAS ratings following the first exposure trial (trial 1-1; #0 = 62.47, SE = 4.01, p < .001)
suggested the sexual trauma scripts elicited significant initial elevations in disgust across the
sample. However, ratings of disgust did not significantly change across the course of exposure
trials (# = -2.19, SE = 1.50, p = .15). Estimates of covariance parameters suggested that
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significant inter-individual variability in initial disgust ratings (Wald Z = 4.90, p < .001), and
slopes of change in disgust across the course of exposure (Wald Z = 3.65, p < .001) remained to
be explained. The covariance between the intercept and slope was non-significant (Wald Z = 1.78, p = .08).
Model 1.b.: Does anxiety decline across the course of exposure? Examination of AIC
values (AIC = 2578.71) suggested that including growth in anxiety across the course of exposure
trials significantly improved the model fit as compared to the unconditional mean model (Model
0.b. AIC = 2593.44). Mean VAS ratings following the first exposure trial (trial 1-1; #0 = 50.20,
SE = 3.52, p < .001) suggested the sexual trauma scripts elicited significant initial elevations in
anxiety across the sample. In addition, ratings of anxiety significantly decreased across the
course of exposure trials (# = -2.45, SE = 1.11, p < .05). Estimates of covariance parameters
suggested that significant inter-individual variability in initial anxiety ratings (Wald Z = 4.74, p
< .001) and slopes of change in anxiety across the course of exposure (Wald Z = 2.20, p < .05)
remained to be explained. The covariance between the intercept and slope was non-significant
(Wald Z = 1.24, p = .21).
Model 2: Unconditional quadratic growth model. Given that previous research
suggests growth trajectories are often nonlinear (i.e., rates of change differ across time), the
quadratic rate of change was tested by adding a quadratic growth parameter to Model 1 in order
to examine whether the rate of growth accelerated or decelerated across trials.
Model 2.a: Is decline in disgust nonlinear across the course of exposure? As the linear
growth parameter for disgust was not significant, quadratic changes in individual trajectories
were not examined.
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Model 2.b.: Is decline in anxiety nonlinear across the course of exposure?
Examination of AIC values (AIC = 2580.47) suggested that including the quadratic growth
parameter did not significantly improve model fit as compared to the unconditional linear growth
model. Similarly, the quadratic growth parameter was not significant in this model (# = -.47, SE
= .96, p = .63), suggesting the rate of decline in anxiety did not change across the course of
exposure.
Model 3: Examining alternative covariance structures. Alternative covariance
structures including compound symmetry and first-order autoregressive matrices were examined
for Model 1.a. and 1.b. Likelihood ratio tests were used to compare model fit based on the nested
structure of the models.
Model 3.a.: Does an alternative covariance structure improve model fit for predicting
change in disgust? Likelihood ratio tests suggested that neither compound symmetry [-2 log
likelihood (-2LL) = 2693.15; !2(2) = 53.74, p < .001] nor first-order autoregressive [-2LL =
2693.15; !2(2) = 53.74, p < .001] significantly improved model fit as compared to the
unstructured matrix (-2LL = 2639.41).
Model 3.b.: Does an alternative covariance structure improve model fit for predicting
change in anxiety? Likelihood ratio tests suggested that neither compound symmetry [-2LL =
2627.63; !2(2) = 60.92, p < .001] nor first-order autoregressive [-2LL = 2627.63; !2(2) = 60.92,
p < .001] improved model fit as compared to the unstructured matrix (-2LL = 2566.71).
Model 4: Doubly multivariate model. Data were submitted to a doubly multivariate
linear mixed model (i.e., multivariate outcome [disgust, anxiety] over repeated trials) to examine
differences in initial ratings and the relative rate of change in the two dependent measures while
accounting for the covariance between the two dependent variables. To test this model, a
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dummy-coded outcome variable (disgust versus anxiety) and the interaction of disgust versus
anxiety by trial were entered into the model. The initial model using an unstructured Level 1
covariance structure failed to converge, due to the large number of parameter estimates. The
model was then rerun using the more restrictive compound symmetry covariance matrix. These
results suggested that initial ratings of negative affect (disgust and anxiety) in response to trial 11 were significantly greater than zero [F(2, 123.16) = 163.73, p < .001]. Further examination
revealed that initial ratings of disgust (Trial 1-1: #0 = 62.29, SE = 3.49) were significantly higher
than ratings of anxiety (#0 = 50.32, SE = 3.48; t = 4.38, p < .001).
In contrast, change in negative affect across the course of exposure did not reach
significance within this model [F(2, 132.08) = 2.22, p = .11]. Growth parameters for individual
emotional responses were examined only to directly compare slope trajectories for change in
disgust and anxiety (per Hypothesis 1). In contrast with the primary hypothesis, the rate of
decline in disgust (# = -2.21, SE = 1.42) was not found to significantly differ from the rate of
decline in anxiety (# = -2.36, SE = 1.42; t = .08, p = .94). Graphic representations of the average
individual growth curves for disgust and anxiety across the course of exposure are presented in
Figure 3.
Model 4.a. Repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA).
Although results of the unconditional means models for disgust and anxiety suggest the data
should ideally be modeled using mixed linear modeling, the complexity of the doubly
multivariate model to compare trajectories of growth in disgust and anxiety while accounting for
the covariance between these factors precluded model convergence using an unstructured
covariance matrix. Although Model 3 presents results using the more restrictive compound
symmetry structure, these results should be interpreted with caution. A compound symmetric
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covariance structure constrains the values in the data such that all pairwise differences of the
means for within-subjects data points have identical variances and covariances (consistent with
the sphericity assumption; Field, Miles & Field, 2012). Examination of Mauchly’s test of
sphericity suggests the data for disgust (!2(5) = 29.65, p < .001), but not anxiety (!2(5) = 9.99, p
= .08), violated the sphericity assumption. As such, these data were rerun using a repeated
measures MANOVA (using an unstructured covariance matrix for multivariate tests) while
correcting for degrees of freedom when examining the intercept and within-subjects change
across trials for disgust-related outcomes via Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity ($ =
.75). Results of the omnibus MANOVA test suggested the intercept for overall negative affect
differed significantly from zero [F(2, 64) = 120.93, p < .001; Wilk's % = 0.21, partial &2 = .79],
and that overall negative affect changed across the course of exposure [F(6, 60) = 2.28, p < .05;
Wilk's % = 0.81, partial &2 = .19]. Consistent with results of the unconditional linear growth
models using mixed linear modeling (Model 1.a. and 1.b.), examination of change in individual
emotional responses suggested that anxiety [F(3, 195) = 2.90, p < .05, partial &2 = .04] declined
across the course of exposure, while disgust did not [F(2.26, 146.64) = 1.52, p = .22, partial &2 =
.02]. Graphic representations of the estimated marginal means for disgust and anxiety across the
course of exposure are presented in Figure 4.
D. Secondary Hypothesis Testing
Secondary hypotheses were tested to examine whether factors associated with the study
design including Condition (experimental versus control; Hypothesis 2.1) and/or Order (disgustfirst versus fear-first; Hypothesis 2.2) predicted change in disgust (Model 1.a.) and anxiety
ratings (Model 1.b.).
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Model 5: Conditional linear growth model. To examine whether characteristics of the
study design (i.e., Condition, Order) predicted growth trajectories for disgust or anxiety, 1)
Condition (experimental [Groups 1 and 2] versus control [Groups 3 and 4]), 2) Order of exposure
(disgust-focused content first [Groups 1 and 3] versus fear-focused content first [Groups 2 and
4]), 3) the interaction of Condition and Order, and 4) the interactions of each of these terms with
the linear growth term (Condition by Trial, Order by Trial, Condition by Order by Trial) were
added to the model to examine predictors of change in anxiety within the unconditional linear
growth model (Model 1).
Model 5.a.: Do experimental condition and stimulus order predict change in disgust?
As the linear growth parameter for disgust was not significant, predictors of individual
trajectories were not examined for disgust.
Model 5.b.: Do experimental condition and stimulus order predict change in anxiety?
Examination of AIC values (AIC = 2586.14) suggested that the inclusion of predictors did not
significantly improve model fit as compared to the unconditional linear growth model.
Similarly, the predictors of Condition (# = -1.73, SE = 3.53, p = .63), Order (# = -.32, SE = 3.53,
p = .93), Condition by Order (# = -.37, SE = 3.53, p = .92), Condition by Trial (# = -.49, SE = .45, p = .65), Order by Trial (# = 1.42, SE = 1.08, p = .19), and Condition by Order by Trial (#
= -1.63, SE = 1.08, p = .14) were all non-significant. Given the number of predictors and
limited power to adequately test the model, additional models were tested including only 1)
Condition and Condition by Trial, or 2) Order and Order by Trial as predictors. All predictors
remained non-significant.
E. Tertiary Hypothesis Testing
In order to provide a relatively pure assessment of responding to emotion-specific traumatic
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stimuli, data were only used from Phase I of the extinction procedure (i.e., disgust-focused [Groups
1 and 3] and fear-focused [Groups 2 and 4]) to test tertiary hypotheses regarding change in disgust
and anxiety to emotion-specific stimuli (Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2).
Model 6: Examining change in response to emotion-specific stimuli. To increase
power and examine possible differences based on number of exposure trials (i.e., experimental [4
trials in Groups 1 and 2] versus control [2 trials in Groups 3 and 4]), all participants were
included in this set of analyses. Given that the first and last trials of Phase I of extinction (e.g.,
trials 1-1, 1-5) include traumatic event content for all groups in the study, VAS ratings following
these two trials were submitted as data points into two separate repeated measures analyses of
variance (ANOVAs). This approach was utilized because linear mixed modeling of repeated
measures data requires at least three repeated measurements. Models included two betweensubjects factors each with two levels (Condition: experimental, control; Stimulus Type: disgustfocused, fear-focused) and one within-subjects factor with two levels (Model 6.a.: disgust VAS
ratings [trials 1-1 and 1-5] or Model 6.b.: anxiety VAS ratings [trials 1-1 and 1-5]).
Model 6.a.: Does disgust decline more in response to disgust-focused stimuli as
compared to fear-focused stimuli? Examination of within-subjects effects suggested ratings of
disgust did not change significantly from trial 1-1 to trial 1-5 [F(1, 65) = .36, p = .55, partial &2 =
.01]. This effect was not moderated by Condition [F(1, 65) = .05, p = .82, partial &2 = .00],
Stimulus Type [F(1, 65) = .06, p = .81, partial &2 = .00], or the Condition by Stimulus Type
interaction [F(1, 65) = 1.05, p = .31, partial &2 = .02].
Model 6.b.: Does anxiety decline more in response to fear-focused stimuli as compared
to disgust-focused stimuli? Examination of within-subjects effects suggested ratings of anxiety
did not change significantly from trial 1-1 to trial 1-5 [F(1, 66) = 1.78, p = .19, partial &2 = .03].
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This effect was not moderated by Condition [F(1, 66) = .31, p = .58, partial &2 = .01], Stimulus
Type [F(1, 66) = 1.27, p = .26, partial &2 = .02], or the Condition by Stimulus Type interaction
[F(1, 66) = 1.23, p = .27, partial &2 = .02].
IV. DISCUSSION
While leading theories suggest activation and extinction of conditioned fear-based
reactions associated with traumatic experiences are central to the reduction of posttraumatic
stress symptoms, research has increasingly recognized the importance that other negative
emotions may play in this process. In particular, the emotion of disgust appears to be important
within the context of posttraumatic stress reactions subsequent to certain traumatic experiences
such as those involving sexual trauma (Badour et al., 2013; Fairbrother & Rachman, 2004).
Despite this recognition, there has heretofore been an absence of empirical research documenting
how persistent disgust reactions associated with sexual traumatization are influenced by
exposure-based treatments. This is surprising in light of research documenting a relative
resistance to extinction of conditioned disgust-based responding generally (Mason &
Richardson, 2010; Olatunji, Forsyth, et al., 2007), and in response to exposure-based treatment
for other anxiety psychopathology (Olatunji, Smits, et al., 2007; Olatunji, Wolitzky-Taylor, et
al., 2009; Smits et al., 2002). Accordingly, the current study was designed to serve as a
preliminary examination of the relative rates of decline in disgust as compared to anxiety in
response to repeated exposure to reminders of sexual victimization. In addition, the study aimed
to examine the potential utility of modifying content of exposure in order to target the reduction
of specific emotions (i.e., disgust, anxiety). This is an important contribution to the literature, as
existing exposure-based treatments for posttraumatic stress focus on activation and extinction of
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conditioned fear and anxiety associated with traumatic memories. Results of the present study
were mixed. Implications for treatment and future research are discussed below.
A. Differences in Initial Activation of Disgust and Anxiety
Although not specifically hypothesized, results demonstrated that initial ratings of disgust
in response to the first traumatic event script were significantly higher than ratings of anxiety.
This is consistent with prior research documenting higher levels of disgust reactivity as
compared to anxiety reactivity in response to sexual trauma reminders within the context of a
script-driven imagery paradigm (Badour et al., 2013). This finding may have important
implications for treatment, which have not been previously addressed within the PTSD
intervention literature. For example, if reminders of sexual trauma, or other traumatic
experiences, are indeed associated with initially heightened intensity of conditioned disgust as
compared to fear or anxiety, additional exposure may be required to sufficiently extinguish
conditioned disgust responding regardless of whether the emotions of disgust and anxiety exhibit
differential rates of extinction. This finding is particularly pertinent given that current exposurebased treatment protocols for PTSD call only for the repeated assessment of anxiety/general
discomfort ratings in response to exposure exercises (e.g., Foa & Rothbaum, 1998). Thus it is
possible in some cases that clinicians may terminate exposure prior to achieving successful
extinction of heightened traumatic event-related disgust responding. It is important to note,
however, that observed differences in magnitude of initial emotional responding to traumatic
event cues may be a function of the relative ease with which the emotion of disgust can be
elicited by laboratory stimuli as compared to other negative emotions such as fear and anxiety
(Chapman & Anderson, 2012). Additional research is needed to elucidate the relative
conditionability and susceptibility to new extinction learning of disgust as compared to fear
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within the context of sexual trauma as well as in relation to other traumatic events where disgust
may be less central.
B. Differential Extinction of Disgust and Anxiety
When accounting for both initial levels of emotional responding to the first traumatic
event script (i.e., individual unconditional linear growth curve models [models 1.a. and 1.b.), and
the covariation between disgust and anxiety (i.e., repeated measures MANOVA [model 4.a.])
results demonstrated that ratings of anxiety declined significantly across the course of exposure,
while ratings of disgust did not. Although this pattern is consistent with the primary hypothesis
regarding relative resistance of extinction in disgust as compared to anxiety, comparison of the
two slopes within a single model failed to detect a statistically significant difference in the rates
of decline (doubly multivariate linear mixed model [model 4]). Similarly, examination of
average individual growth trajectories (Figures 2 and 3) and estimated marginal means (Figure
4), suggest negligible differences in the rates of change in disgust and anxiety within the current
sample. While it is possible that traumatic event-related disgust and anxiety do indeed decline at
the same rate in response to imaginal exposure, there are several factors associated with the
design of the current study that may have contributed to the present pattern of findings.
This study represented the first attempt to employ a script-driven imagery procedure
repeatedly within the laboratory to examine extinction of conditioned emotions associated with
traumatic experiences. It is possible that adjustments to this method may be required to
appropriately model the process of extinction observed within empirically-supported and
evidence-based treatments for PTSD. Indeed, the current data demonstrate an average decrease
of 14.20% for ratings of anxiety and 9.6% for ratings of disgust from the initial to final
extinction trials. This compares with an average decrease (from peak anxiety ratings) ranging
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from 28.73% (for treatment non-responders) to 42.68% (for treatment responders) during the
first session of imaginal exposure (van Minnen & Hagenaars, 2002) within the context of
Prolonged Exposure for PTSD (Foa & Rothbaum, 1998; Foa, Rothbaum, Riggs, & Murdock,
1991). While expected rates of decline in disgust during Prolonged Exposure are not available
for comparison due to a dearth of research in this area, differences in rates of decline in anxiety
suggest that the exposure paradigm within the current study resulted in a relatively modest
degree of change.
There were several methodological considerations within this study that led to deviations
from methods of imaginal exposure utilized in therapeutic interventions. This effort to isolate
processes associated with extinction of specific conditioned traumatic event-related emotions for
study in the laboratory may have resulted in a less potent exposure procedure. For example,
within Prolonged Exposure therapy (Foa & Rothbaum, 1998; Foa et al., 1991), patients are
provided with a theoretical rationale prior to beginning exposure and are given the opportunity to
process with a therapist any emotions and thoughts that emerge during the imaginal exposure
process. It is possible that the absence of these aspects of exposure, differences in expectations
regarding change in therapy as compared to in a research study, as well as other features of the
experimental design such as the brief length of the traumatic event scripts, the effort made to
constrain the content of the scripts in order to target certain emotions, and the delivery of mass
trials within a single session may have precluded sufficient extinction of conditioned disgust
responding, anxiety responding, or both.
In light of these considerations, it is important to proceed with caution when interpreting
the current results. Future research should explore alternative approaches to this methodology in
order to better investigate differential patterns of extinction within the laboratory. In considering
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modifications to the current design, there may be particular incremental utility in adding
additional experimental sessions. Indeed, basic learning research suggests the delivery of
temporally spaced blocks of trials (cf., massed trials) enhances extinction learning (Baum,
Andrus, & Jacobs, 1990; Cain, Blouin & Barad, 2003), and minimizes renewal and spontaneous
recovery following successful extinction (Urcelay, Wheeler, & Miller, 2009). Moreover,
research suggests between-session decline in conditioned traumatic event-related anxiety is a
better predictor of improvement in posttraumatic stress symptoms relative to within-session
decline in anxiety during exposure treatment (Jaycox, Foa, & Morral, 1998; van Minnen &
Hagnaars, 2002). One possibility here would be to include a follow-up assessment session in
which emotional responding to the traumatic event scripts is re-assessed following a predetermined interval (e.g., one-week, one-month) in order to test whether 1) additional change in
either disgust or anxiety responding occurs after the experimental session, or 2) whether the
experimental procedure has any lasting effects on posttraumatic stress symptoms. An alternative
option would be to include additional extinction sessions in order to maximize the potency of the
extinction paradigm and increase the likelihood of observing differential extinction patterns in
disgust and anxiety if they are indeed present.
C. Quantity of Exposure Trials
Although anxiety declined significantly across the course of exposure, the number of
exposure trials did not moderate this rate of change. When considering modifications to the
current procedure, it is noteworthy that the inclusion of four additional traumatic event script
presentations in the experimental group did not result in additional extinction of anxiety within
the laboratory session. This lends further support to the recommendation that future research in
this area considers spacing extinction trials over more than one experimental session.
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D. Order of Exposure Trials and Emotion-Specific Extinction Patterns
Prior research did not offer any suggestions regarding whether order of exposure content
(disgust-focused first versus fear-focused first) should be expected to impact patterns of
extinction for either disgust or anxiety. While presentation order did not significantly moderate
the rate of change in anxiety across the course of the exposure in the present study, there are
several factors to consider within this domain. First, it is important to note that ratings for both
anxiety and disgust failed to decline significantly during Phase I (trial 1-1 through 1-5) of the
extinction protocol. This suggests Phase I likely included an insufficient number of emotionspecific trials in order to evaluate patterns of extinction in either disgust or anxiety. This is
critical as tests of tertiary hypotheses regarding emotion-specific stimuli included only data from
Phase I of the extinction protocol. As such, the absence of a finding regarding stimulus-specific
reductions in disgust or anxiety (e.g., disgust declining more in response to disgust-focused
stimuli as compared to in response to fear-focused stimuli) should not be interpreted as evidence
regarding the absence of this phenomenon.
In addition, although blind ratings of specific emotions associated with the scripts for this
sample suggest that the manipulation of script content was successful in differentiating between
disgust-focused and fear-focused traumatic event cues, participants reported similarly high initial
ratings of disgust and anxiety (trial 1-1) in response to both types of script content. This is
consistent with prior research documenting at least some activation of a variety of negative
emotions in addition to the target emotion when participants are presented with scripts designed
as emotion-specific elicitors (Prkachin, Williams-Avery, Zwaal, & Mills, 1999). This may
reflect the degree to which activation of disgust and anxiety are intertwined within the context of
responding to traumatic event cues; however, further research is needed to determine whether
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emotion-specific patterns in extinction (cf., initial activation) would emerge in response to a
sufficient number of disgust-focused or fear-focused trials.
Given the potential implications associated with targeting exposure-based treatments to
reduce specific emotions linked to traumatic experiences, future research should specifically seek
to design a study more ideally suited to test these hypotheses. If targeting emotion-specific
content of imaginal exposure is indeed found to increase extinction of congruent emotional
responding, this has important implications for the ability of clinicians to tailor imaginal
exposure to individual patient concerns. Future studies in this area might benefit from
employing 1) a within-subjects design with a sufficient number of emotion-specific trials within
each phase in order to examine patterns of extinction across the entire study as well as within
each phase, or 2) a between-subjects design in which participants receive either exclusively
disgust-focused or fear-focused traumatic event stimuli.
E. Study Limitations and Future Directions
In addition to the aforementioned limitations to the study design, there are a number of
additional limitations to the current study that warrant attention. First, although the decision to
include participants with a range of posttraumatic stress symptoms was supported by research
suggesting a dimensional (as opposed to taxonic) nature of posttraumatic stress reactions with
PTSD representing the upper end of this continuum (Ruscio, Ruscio, & Keane, 2002), it is
possible that extinction of traumatic event-related emotional responding may look different among
individuals with more severe symptoms. As such, future research should consider investigating the
possibility of differential extinction of traumatic event-related disgust and anxiety among a clinical
sample.
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Second, the current study included only women, based on research suggesting women
disproportionately experience instances of sexual trauma (Tolin & Foa, 2008). However, research
also consistently finds differences in disgust responding to laboratory tasks as a function of gender
(Curtis, Aunger, & Rabie, 2004; Gross & Levenson, 1995; Rohrmann, Hopp, & Quirin, 2008;
Schienle, Schäfer, Stark, Walter, & Vaitl, 2005), including in response to traumatic event-related
script-driven imagery (Olatunji, Babson, et al., 2009). Future research should examine whether
patterns of initial activation and extinction of conditioned traumatic event-related disgust and
anxiety vary as a function of gender.
Third, the current study included only individuals with a history of sexual trauma because
of specific links between sexual trauma and heightened disgust responding relative to other
traumatic events (Badour et al., 2013; Feldner et al., 2010). However, additional research is
needed to understand specific patterns of emotional responding following traumatic events other
than sexual trauma. For example, preliminary research points to a role of disgust in posttraumatic
stress secondary to combat exposure, even after accounting for fear and anxiety (Engelhard,
Olatunji, & de Jong, 2011; Foy, Sipprelle, Rueger, & Carroll, 1984).
Finally, not all individuals suffering from posttraumatic stress reactions are likely to
experience difficulties with traumatic event-related disgust. However, identification of persistent
feelings of disgust and related phenomenon including mental contamination may inform
individualized case conceptualization and intervention delivery for certain subgroups of patients.
For example, preliminary work suggests some individuals with PTSD following childhood sexual
abuse may benefit from an adjunctive intervention designed to specifically target the reduction of
feelings of contamination resulting from their traumatic experience (Jung & Steil, 2012; Steil,
Jung, & Stangier, 2011). Moving forward, it will be important to identify whether existing
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intervention approaches for alleviating PTSD symptomatology are also successful in reducing
disgust and feelings of mental contamination among individuals experiencing these concerns.
F. Conclusion
Taken as a whole, the present findings offer a novel contribution to the emerging body of
literature documenting the importance of disgust in understanding the emotional correlates of and
recovery from posttraumatic stress reactions secondary to sexual trauma. Although limitations of
the study design preclude confident conclusions regarding specific patterns of extinction in disgust
and anxiety, these results do converge with previous laboratory research suggesting women with a
history of sexual victimization may actually respond to traumatic event reminders with increased
feelings of disgust as compared to feelings of anxiety. Thus, regardless of whether disgust and
anxiety exhibit differential patterns of extinction, traumatic event-related disgust may still require
additional exposure in order to achieve sufficient reduction of this emotion. Additional research is
now needed within both the laboratory and clinical settings in order to further elucidate our
understanding of disgust and anxiety extinction within the context of posttraumatic stress.
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Table 1.
Raw Scores for Disgust and Anxiety on Trials Including Sexual Trauma Content For All Participants.
Total Sample
(N =72)

Group 1
(n = 19)

Group 2
(n = 17)

Group 3
(n = 20)

Group 4
(n =16)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Disgust

60.27

35.02

62.74

34.05

50.53

37.22

60.74

35.53

67.74

35.53

Anxiety

50.37

31.60

48.53

35.67

49.77

30.61

49.90

28.80

54.00

33.77

Disgust

62.94

35.54

60.94

37.76

54.59

36.88

67.65

34.54

68.19

34.25

Anxiety

46.45

33.86

42.33

40.45

43.88

38.39

54.40

27.62

43.88

28.94

Disgust

57.71

35.91

52.44

38.92

62.12

33.50

58.00

36.35

58.63

37.12

Anxiety

47.96

35.79

42.22

39.40

46.65

32.31

59.74

36.38

41.81

34.27

Disgust

54.43

38.02

43.06

43.45

53.29

35.75

60.53

37.81

61.19

34.35

Anxiety

43.22

38.75

39.76

40.91

39.29

42.16

55.44

39.12

37.31

32.32

Trial 1-1

Trial 1-5
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Trial 2-1

Trial 2-5
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Recruitment from a community population

Based on phone screening, potentially eligible participants invited to
complete baseline questionnaires (Part I) online or in the laboratory

Part II: Upon arrival, written informed consent obtained, followed by screening
interviews, imagery response training, questionnaire battery, script generation,
and random assignment to extinction group

Group 1
Phase 1:
Trials 1,2,4,5:
Trauma Disgust

Group 2
Phase 1:
Trials 1,2,4,5:
Trauma Fear

Group 3
Phase 1:
Trials 2-4:
Neutral

Group 4
Phase 1:
Trials 2-4:
Neutral

Trial 3:
Neutral

Trial 3:
Neutral

Trials 1 & 5:
Trauma Disgust
Assessment

Trials 1 & 5:
Trauma Fear
Assessment

5 Minute
Break
Group 1
Phase 2:
Trials 1,2,4,5:
Trauma Fear
Trial 3:
Neutral

5 Minute
Break
Group 2
Phase 2:
Trials 1,2,4,5:
Trauma
Disgust
Trial 3:
Neutral

5 Minute
Break

5 Minute
Break

Group 3
Phase 2:
Trials 2-4:
Neutral

Group 4
Phase 2:
Trials 2-4:
Neutral

Trials 1 & 5:
Trauma Fear
Assessment

Trials 1 & 5:
Trauma Disgust
Assessment

Final neutral script for all participants

Participants thanked, debriefed, and compensated $40

Figure 1. Graphic representation of procedures utilized with participants.
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Trial 1-1 Trial 1-5 Trial 2-1 Trial 2-5

Figure 2. Rate of decline in disgust and anxiety ratings across the course of exposure (Model 1.a. and 1.b: Average
individual growth trajectory via linear mixed modeling).
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Figure 3. Rate of decline in disgust ratings versus decline in anxiety ratings across the course of exposure after accounting for
covariance between the two dependent variables (Model 4: Average individual growth trajectory via linear mixed modeling).
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Figure 4. Rate of decline in disgust ratings versus decline in anxiety ratings across the course of exposure after accounting for
covariance between the two dependent variables (Model 4.a.: MANOVA Estimated Marginal Means).
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APPENDIX A: PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL CHECKLISTS DEVELOPED
FOR PILOT STUDY

Listed below are a number of bodily sensations that people may experience in various situations.
Please rate on the following scale the degree to which you experienced or would experience each
of the responses below when faced with the situation you just viewed/heard.
0………1………2………3………4………5………6………7………8………9………10
Not at all
Extremely Strong
Face/Head

_______HEART BEATS

_______EARS RINGING

STEADILY

_______LIMBS FEEL WEAK
_______CLENCHED FISTS

_______HEAD POUNDING

_______HEART BEATS

_______LIMBS TREMBLING

_______TEARING UP/CRYING

SLOWER

_______TINGLING IN MY

_______FEEL DIZZY

_______HEART POUNDS

_______TUNNEL VISION

_______HEART RACES

_______BLOOD RUSHING TO

_______HEART SKIPS A

HEAD

BEAT

LIMBS
_______LIMBS FEEL HEAVY
Skin
_______FEEL SWEATY

_______BLUSHING

_______HEART STOPS

_______EYES FLINCH

Chest-Respiratory

_______LIP CURLS

_______EVEN BREATHING

_______SKIN CRAWLING

_______FLUSHED FACE

_______CHEST TIGHTENS

_______COLD SWEAT

_______NOSE WRINKLES

_______DEEP BREATHING

Other/Whole Body

_______EYES CLOSE

_______HOLDING BREATH

_______FEEL NUMB

_______EYES WIDE OPEN

_______BREATHING FASTER

_______FEEL CALM

_______TIGHTNESS IN MY

_______BREATHING SLOWER

_______FEEL RELAXED ALL

FACE
_______TENSION IN

_______GASPING FOR AIR
_______SHALLOW

FOREHEAD

BREATHING

_______CLENCHED JAW

Stomach

_______FROWNING

_______PIT IN STOMACH

_______SMILING

_______BUTTERFLIES IN MY

Mouth/Throat

STOMACH
_______FEEL NAUSEAOUS

_______MOUTH FEELS DRY

_______STOMACH IS IN A
KNOT

_______GAGGING

_______STOMACH CHURNS

_______GRITTING MY

Arms/Legs

TEETH

CLAMMY

OVER
_______FEEL COLD
_______FEEL HOT
_______BLOOD RUSHING

_______LUMP IN MY THROAT
_______MOUTH WATERS

_______PALMS ARE

THOUGH MY BODY
_______FEEL LIKE FAINTING
_______WHOLE BODY
FLINCHES
_______BODY TREMBLING
_______JITTERY
_______FEEL LIKE I CAN’T
MOVE

_______ARMS AND LEGS

_______CHOKING

WARM AND

Chest-Cardiovascular

RELAXED
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_______FEEL RESTLESS
_______FEEL TENSE ALL
OVER
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Listed below are a number of behaviors that people may engage in or want to engage in during
various situations. Please rate on the following scale the degree to which you do or would want
to do each of the following behaviors listed below when faced with the situation you just
viewed/heard.
0………1………2………3………4………5………6………7………8………9………10
Not at all
Extremely
_______SCREAM

_______YELL

_______SMASH SOMETHING

_______CALL OUT FOR HELP

_______RUN AWAY

_______PUSH SOMETHING OR SOMEONE

_______WASH YOUR HANDS

AWAY

_______TAKE A SHOWER

_______GET TO A SAFE PLACE

_______SAY SOMETHING NASTY

_______TURN AWAY

_______VOMIT

_______CLOSE YOUR EYES

_______HIT SOMEONE OR SOMETHING

_______LIE DOWN

_______HURT SOMEONE

_______ASK FOR HELP

_______GET RID OF SOMETHING

_______FIGHT

_______DO NOTHING

_______MAKE SOMETHING OR SOMEONE STOP

_______SEEK COMFORT

_______MAKE SOMEONE LEAVE

_______RECOVER SOMETHING

_______HIDE

_______CRY OUT

_______ LASH OUT

_______ESCAPE

_______ BEG

_______SEEK FORGIVENESS

_______ WALK AWAY

_______MAKE UP FOR WHAT YOU HAVE DONE

_______ SPIT

_______DISAPPEAR

_______ SOB

_______APOLOGIZE

_______ EXPLODE
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APPENDIX B: SCRIPT-DRIVEN IMAGERY RESPONSE CHECKLIST (SDI-RC) USED
IN PRIMARY STUDY
Listed below are a number of bodily sensations that people may experience in various situations.
Please rate on the following scale the degree to which you experienced each of the responses
below during the event you are describing.
0………1………2………3………4………5………6………7………8………9………10
Not at all
Extremely Strong
Face/Head

Chest-Cardiovascular

_______LIMBS TREMBLING (fear)

_______EARS RINGING (fear)

_______HEART BEATS

_______TINGLING IN MY LIMBS

_______HEAD POUNDING (fear)

STEADILY

(fear)

_______TEARING UP/CRYING

_______HEART BEATS SLOWER

_______FEEL DIZZY

_______HEART POUNDS (fear)

Skin

_______TUNNEL VISION (fear)

_______HEART RACES (fear)

_______FEEL SWEATY (fear)

_______BLOOD RUSHING TO

_______HEART SKIPS A BEAT

_______PALMS ARE

HEAD

_______HEART STOPS

_______LIMBS FEEL HEAVY

CLAMMY (fear)

_______BLUSHING

Chest-Respiratory

_______SKIN CRAWLING

_______EYES FLINCH

_______EVEN BREATHING

_______COLD SWEAT

_______LIP CURLS

_______CHEST TIGHTENS (fear)

Other/Whole Body

_______FLUSHED FACE

_______DEEP BREATHING (fear)

_______FEEL NUMB

_______NOSE WRINKLES (disgust)

_______HOLDING BREATH

_______FEEL CALM

_______EYES CLOSE (disgust)

_______BREATHING FASTER (fear)

_______FEEL RELAXED ALL OVER

_______EYES WIDE OPEN (fear)

_______BREATHING SLOWER

_______FEEL COLD (fear)

_______TIGHTNESS IN MY FACE

_______GASPING FOR AIR

_______FEEL HOT

_______TENSION IN FOREHEAD

_______SHALLOW BREATHING

_______BLOOD RUSHING THOUGH

(fear)

(fear)

MY BODY (fear)

_______CLENCHED JAW (fear)

Stomach

_______FEEL LIKE FAINTING

_______FROWNING

_______PIT IN STOMACH (fear)

_______WHOLE BODY FLINCHES

_______SMILING

_______BUTTERFLIES IN MY

Mouth/Throat
_______LUMP IN MY THROAT
(fear)

STOMACH (fear)

(fear)
_______BODY TREMBLING (fear)

_______FEEL NAUSEAOUS

_______JITTERY (fear)

_______STOMACH IS IN A KNOT

_______FEEL LIKE I CAN’T MOVE

_______MOUTH FEELS DRY (fear)

_______STOMACH CHURNS

_______MOUTH WATERS

Arms/Legs

_______FEEL RESTLESS (fear)

_______GAGGING (disgust)

_______ARMS AND LEGS WARM

_______FEEL TENSE ALL OVER (fear)

_______GRITTING MY TEETH
_______CHOKING

(fear)

AND RELAXED
_______LIMBS FEEL WEAK (fear)
_______CLENCHED FISTS (fear)

Other (please list and rate)
_______ (list)_____________________________

_______ (list)_________________________
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Listed below are a number of behaviors that people may engage in or want to engage in during
various situations. Please rate on the following scale the degree to which you wanted to do each
of the following behaviors listed below. If you did engage in any of these behaviors, please circle
them.
0………1………2………3………4………5………6………7………8………9………10
Not at all
Extremely
_______SCREAM (fear)

_______PUSH SOMETHING OR SOMEONE

_______SMASH SOMETHING

AWAY

_______RUN AWAY (fear)

_______GET TO A SAFE PLACE (fear)

_______WASH YOUR HANDS (disgust)

_______TURN AWAY (disgust)

_______TAKE A SHOWER (disgust)

_______CLOSE YOUR EYES (disgust)

_______SAY SOMETHING NASTY (disgust)

_______LIE DOWN

_______VOMIT (disgust)

_______ASK FOR HELP (fear)

_______HIT SOMEONE OR SOMETHING (fear)

_______FIGHT (fear)

_______HURT SOMEONE

_______MAKE SOMETHING OR SOMEONE STOP

_______GET RID OF SOMETHING (disgust)

_______MAKE SOMEONE LEAVE

_______DO NOTHING

_______HIDE (fear)

_______SEEK COMFORT (fear)

_______ LASH OUT (fear)

_______RECOVER SOMETHING

_______ BEG

_______CRY OUT (fear)

_______ WALK AWAY

_______ESCAPE (fear)

_______ SPIT

_______SEEK FORGIVENESS

_______ SOB

_______MAKE UP FOR WHAT YOU HAVE DONE

_______ EXPLODE

_______DISAPPEAR (fear)
_______APOLOGIZE

Other (Please list and rate)

_______YELL (fear)

_______ (list)_____________________________
_______ (list)_____________________________

_______CALL OUT FOR HELP (fear)

_______ (list)_____________________________
_______ (list)____________________________
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APPENDIX C: EXAMPLE OF IDEOGRAPHIC PHYSIOLOGICAL AND
BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE INFORMATION PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS TO AID
IN SCRIPT GENERATION
When generating your scripts please make sure to include the following physiological sensations
and behaviors (or desired behaviors) in your story. Also include any others that you experienced
that will help generate a vivid image of what happened. Some of these may have occurred at
different points in time, so make sure to include the kinds of things that led to these feelings or
behaviors.
Example:
I feel the sweat drip down my face as the sun beats down. As I walk inside I shiver at the burst of
cold air. (Without context, sweat dripping and shivering may not seem to go together).
Neutral Script:
Bodily sensations
Heart beats steadily
Breathing is even
Feel relaxed all over
Feel calm

Unwanted Sexual Experience Script:
Bodily Sensations

Behaviors (did or wanted to do)

Heart pounds (fear)

Vomit (disgust)

Gagging (disgust)

Turn away (disgust)

Mouth is dry (fear)

Escape (fear)

Chest tightens (fear)

Call out for help (fear)

Eyes close (disgust)

Take a shower (disgust)
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APPENDIX D: EXAMPLE SET OF SCRIPTS

Neutral 1:
You open your eyes and look over to see the sun streaming through the window. You lift your
arms and legs into a big stretch and roll over onto your side. You are feeling calm and relaxed as
you throw back the covers, sit up, place your feet on the floor, and prepare to begin your day.
Your heart beats steadily in your chest as you walk across the room to collect your towel before
heading into the bathroom. You open the shower curtain and turn the faucet to the left. You
listen to the sound of water pouring into the tub.
Neutral 2:
As you step into the shower, you notice your breathing is calm and even. You enjoy the feeling
of water streaming down on your skin. You close your eyes and surrender yourself to the warmth
of the water. You begin to feel the muscles in your neck and shoulders relaxing. You fill your
palm with shampoo and begin running your fingers through your hair. When your hair is fully
lathered, you tip your head back into the water and rinse out all the shampoo. As you pick up the
conditioner you contemplate what you need to get done today.
Fear-Focused:
Your chest tightens when you hear his footsteps down the hall approaching your bedroom door.
You know what is going to happen. You feel like you can’t move and you pretend to be asleep,
hoping he will leave you alone this time. Your mouth feels dry and you try to plan how you can
escape when you feel his weight on the bed next to you. Your heart begins pounding in your
chest when you feel his hand slip into your pants. You want to call out for help, but you know
that no one will come to help you.
Disgust-Focused:
When you hear his footsteps coming down the hall toward your bedroom door you notice that
familiar feeling rising in your stomach, like you are going to throw up. You know what is going
to happen. You pretend to be asleep, hoping he will leave you alone this time. You try to turn
away when you feel his weight on the bed next to you. You have to hold yourself back from
gagging when you feel his hand slip down into your pants. You close your eyes tightly and just
wait for it to be over so you can take a shower.
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APPENDIX E: INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD APPROVAL FOR RESEARCH
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Your protocol has been approved by the IRB. Protocols are approved for a maximum period of
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must submit a request, using the form Continuing Review for IRB Approved Projects, prior to the
expiration date. This form is available from the IRB Coordinator or on the Compliance website
(http://www.uark.edu/admin/rsspinfo/compliance/index.html). As a courtesy, you will be sent a
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